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Highlights: 12 
x We examined cortical pattern separation and completion during episodic encoding 13 
x Parametric similarity analyses assessed perceptual and conceptual dimensions 14 
x Mnemonic discrimination of lures was associated with hippocampal encoding activity 15 
x PFC and occipital pattern separation regions also predicted accurate recognition 16 
x This is consistent with a role of cortical pattern separation in successful encoding 17 
Abstract 18 
Pattern separation and pattern completion are fundamental brain processes thought to be critical 19 
for episodic memory encoding and retrieval, and for discrimination between similar memories. These 20 
processes are best understood in the hippocampus, but are proposed to occur throughout the brain, in 21 
particular in sensory regions. Cortical, as well as hippocampal, pattern separation may therefore 22 
support formation of event-unique memory traces. Using fMRI, we investigated cortical pattern 23 
separation and pattern completion and their relationship to encoding activity predicting subsequent 24 
item-specific compared to gist memory. During scanning, participants viewed images of novel 25 
objects, repeated objects, and objects which were both perceptually and conceptually similar to 26 
previously presented images, while performing a size judgement task. In a later surprise recognition 27 
test, they judgHGZKHWKHUWHVWLWHPVZHUHµsame¶µsimilar¶RUµQHZ¶UHODWLYHWRVWXGLHGLWHPVActivity 28 
consistent with pattern separation ± responses to similar items as if novel ± was observed in bilateral 29 
occipito-temporal cortex. Activity consistent with pattern completion ± responses to similar items as if 30 
repeated ± was observed in left prefrontal cortex and hippocampus. Curve fitting analysis further 31 
revealed that graded responses to change in image conceptual and perceptual similarity in bilateral 32 
prefrontal and right parietal regions met specific computational predictions for pattern separation for 33 
one or both of these similarity dimensions. Functional overlap between encoding activity predicting 34 
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subsequent item-specific recognition and pattern separation activity was also observed in left occipital 35 
cortex and bilateral inferior frontal cortex. The findings suggest that extrahippocampal regions 36 
including sensory and prefrontal cortex contribute to pattern separation and pattern completion of 37 
visual input, consistent with the proposal that cortical pattern separation contributes to formation of 38 
item-specific memory traces, facilitating accurate recognition memory.  39 
 40 
1. Introduction 41 
Sensory information from a changing environment is continuously processed by the brain, often 42 
resulting in substantial overlap between incoming representations and traces already stored in long-43 
term memory. In order to avoid interference, incoming episodes must therefore be assigned unique 44 
neural  representations. In the hippocampus, this is thought to be achieved by pattern separation - the 45 
orthogonalisation of incoming relative to existing representations. Conversely, overlapping input is 46 
used at retrieval as a cue to drive reinstatement of existing traces via pattern completion, increasing 47 
overlap between incoming and existing representations (Marr, 1971; McNaughton and Morris, 1987; 48 
2¶5HLOO\ DQG McClelland, 1994). Although pattern separation is by definition an encoding process, 49 
and pattern completion a retrieval process, either or both can be elicited by a single event, whether 50 
novel or previously encountered (Hunsaker and Kesner, 2013). Efficient pattern separation at 51 
encoding is thought to contribute to later mnemonic discrimination between events with similar 52 
representations, while false recognition of similar events can result from inefficient pattern separation 53 
or dominance of pattern completion at encoding (Sahay et al., 2011; Stark et al., 2013; Wilson et al., 54 
2006). However the precise mechanisms by which pattern separation and completion at encoding 55 
contribute to memory outcomes remain unknown, and it remains to be established whether and how 56 
neocortex complements the central role of the hippocampus in these computations. The present study 57 
investigated cortical pattern separation and completion, and asked whether regions showing these 58 
responses were also engaged during encoding leading to later item-specific memory. 59 
Within the hippocampus, computational, electrophysiological and lesion evidence has 60 
implicated the dentate gyrus (DG) in pattern separation, and subfields CA3 and CA1 in pattern 61 
separation or completion, depending on the degree of overlap between incoming and existing 62 
representations (Gilbert et al., 2001; Guzowski et al., 2004; Leutgeb et al., 2007; Rolls, 2007; 63 
Vazdarjanova and Guzowski, 2004). High-resolution functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 64 
evidence from humans is consistent with these findings. Typically, these studies have examined 65 
responses to novel images of common objects, repetitions of these images, and images of perceptually 66 
and conceptually similar objects. By examining neural responses to similar images within regions 67 
showing differential activity between novel and repeated images, it is assumed that equivalent activity 68 
between similar and novel items is consistent with pattern separation, i.e., similar images are 69 
processed as if novel, whereas equivalent activity to similar items and repetitions is consistent with 70 
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pattern completion, i.e., similar items are processed as if repeated. Examining regions showing 71 
repetition suppression (Henson and Rugg, 2003), such investigations have reported activity consistent 72 
with pattern separation in a region spanning DG/CA3, and pattern completion activity in CA1 and 73 
elsewhere in the medial temporal lobe (MTL) (Bakker et al., 2008; Lacy et al., 2011). Although 74 
pattern separation and completion investigations have focussed on the role of the hippocampus, 75 
networks throughout the brain are thought to perform similar functions, including sensory cortex 76 
(Aimone et al., 2011; Gilbert and Kesner, 2003). Rodent electrophysiological recordings have 77 
demonstrated pattern separation of odour cues in the olfactory bulb, and pattern completion in 78 
piriform cortex (Barnes et al., 2008; Wilson, 2009), but these functions in regions outside the MTL 79 
have received little attention in studies in humans.  80 
A number of fMR adaptation (fMRA) studies are also relevant to pattern separation and 81 
completion processes. These have assessed the information represented in specific regions by 82 
measuring stimulus-specific repetition suppression. Repetition suppression to exact repetitions but not 83 
perceptually and conceptually similar images has been reported in visual cortical regions including 84 
fusiform and lateral occipital cortex (LOC) (Chouinard et al., 2008; Koutstaal et al., 2001). Such 85 
responses resemble pattern separation in that similar items elicit a response which is distinct from that 86 
of repetitions. Repetition suppression to similar images which differ perceptually from previously 87 
viewed items has also been observed in other occipito-temporal regions and in left inferior frontal 88 
gyrus (LIFG) (Chouinard et al., 2008; Fairhall et al., 2011; Horner and Henson, 2011), resembling 89 
pattern completion. Such findings together suggest that cortical regions contribute to the degree to 90 
which visual inputs are coded as perceptually and semantically similar or distinct. However, evidence 91 
for pattern separation or completion from these studies is incomplete. Some studies have reported 92 
repetition suppression for repeated relative to both novel and similar items within the same anatomical 93 
region without showing that these responses actually overlap (Bakker et al., 2008; Kumaran and 94 
Maguire, 2009). Similarly, it has not yet been demonstrated that the regions showing repetition 95 
suppression to similar items also show attenuated activity to repetitions, as expected for pattern 96 
completion. One fMRA study however demonstrated occipito-temporal responses more clearly 97 
consistent with pattern separation. Kim et al. (2009) reported release from repetition suppression in 98 
bilateral LOC and fusiform in response to images which differed in shape but not basic-level concept 99 
relative to previous images. LOC activity also did not differ between conceptually similar and 100 
conceptually novel images equated in shape similarity with previously viewed images. Results were 101 
interpreted as sensitivity of LOC to change in shape information, but can also be interpreted from a 102 
pattern separation perspective, i.e., reduced activity for repetitions relative to both novel and similar 103 
images, but activity for novel and similar items did not differ, providing the most direct evidence to 104 
date of responses consistent with pattern separation in visual cortex.  105 
Although the fMRA findings are suggestive of cortical pattern separation and completion, these 106 
processes are computationally defined in terms of their responses to parametrically varied input 107 
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similarity (e.g., Treves and Rolls, 1992; Vazdarjanova and Guzowski, 2004). Therefore, examination 108 
of neural responses to graded change in input, i.e., to stimuli of varying similarity relative to 109 
previously presented items, can provide further support for their presence (Hunsaker and Kesner, 110 
2013; Kumaran and Maguire, 2009). Pattern separation is defined as reduction in overlap of output 111 
representations from a region relative to the degree of overlap of input representations received by the 112 
region (Rolls, 1996; Treves and Rolls, 1992). The resulting changes in output in response to 113 
increasing input similarity can therefore be approximated by a power function with decreasing slope, 114 
i.e., a large difference in activity occurs between repeated and the most similar items (Fig. 1A; Motley 115 
and Kirwan, 2012). In contrast, pattern completion increases the representational overlap at output 116 
relative to iQSXWUHSUHVHQWDWLRQV2¶5HLOO\DQG McClelland, 1994), approximated by a power function 117 
with increasing slope, i.e., very slight differences in activity occur between repeated and similar items, 118 
with only highly dissimilar items processed as if novel (Fig. 1; Vazdarjanova and Guzowski, 2004). In 119 
regions showing repetition enhancement, the functions are the same but their direction is inverted 120 
(Fig. 1B). A linear function represents the case where overlap is equal between input and output 121 
representations, i.e., neither pattern separation nor completion occurs (Guzowski et al., 2004; Yassa 122 
and Stark, 2011). µ,QSXW¶ DQG µRXWSXW¶ KHUH UHIHU WR QHXUDO UHSUHVHQWDWLRQV and in line with other 123 
authors we approximate their similarity by that between items (Motley and Kirwan, 2012; Yassa et 124 
al., 2011). fMRI responses consistent with these predictions have been demonstrated in hippocampus 125 
in response to items of varied µmnemonic similarity¶ (defining input similarity indirectly as the 126 
probability of successful mnemonic discrimination in a separate sample; Lacy et al., 2011), or varied 127 
viewing angle relative to previous images (Motley and Kirwan, 2012).  128 
There has been little exploration in humans of the proposal that pattern separation at encoding 129 
contributes to later mnemonic discrimination (Kirwan and Stark, 2007; Wilson et al., 2006). In 130 
memory tasks incorporating similar lures at test as well as novel and studied items, successful 131 
mnemonic discrimination entails correct rejection of lures (DVµVLPLODU¶RUµQHZ¶ as well as the ability 132 
to recognise studied items, and lure false recognition reflects failed mnemonic discrimination. 133 
Consistent with a role of pattern separation in mnemonic discrimination, in rats, lesions to DG, 134 
strongly linked to pattern separation (e.g., Leutgeb et al., 2007), result in mnemonic discrimination 135 
deficits (Goodrich-Hunsaker et al., 2008); and in humans, associations have been demonstrated 136 
between both hyperactivation in CA3/DG and reduced perforant path integrity and poorer lure 137 
discrimination performance (Kirwan et al., 2012; Yassa et al., 2010). Kirwan and Stark (2007) 138 
reported that hippocampal (CA1, DG/CA3) but not other MTL regions showed encoding-related 139 
activity which differentiated between later mnemonic discrimination outcomes (lure correct rejection, 140 
lure false recognition, hits). They did not however examine the relation between this encoding activity 141 
and pattern separation. Efficient pattern separation at encoding is thought also to facilitate recognition 142 
of studied items DVµROG¶ (Norman and 2¶5HLOO\Yassa and Stark, 2011). Conversely, inefficient 143 
pattern separation at encoding and/or emphasis of overlap between current and existing  144 
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< Figure 1 about here > 145 
 146 
representations via pattern completion is assumed to contribute to later false recognition of similar 147 
lures (Norman, 2010; Schacter et al., 1998; Yassa and Reagh, 2013).  148 
Other theoretical accounts suggest that true and false recognition differ in terms of encoding 149 
and retrieval of item-specific information.  According to Fuzzy Trace Theory, gist traces are coarse, 150 
acontextual representations of semantic information which are distinct from but encoded in parallel 151 
with item-specific representations of precise surface form (Brainerd and Reyna, 1990; 2002). It is 152 
suggested that false recognition of items overlapping in gist with studied items can result from 153 
emphasis on gist processing at encoding, leading to increased strength of gist relative to item-specific 154 
traces, and consequent reliance on gist at retrieval (Brainerd and Reyna, 2002). On this account, true 155 
recognition of studied items can be supported by gist information alone, but is often associated with 156 
intact item-specific memory in healthy, young adults (Gutchess and Schacter, 2012). In a recognition 157 
WHVWZLWKDQH[SOLFLWUHTXLUHPHQWWRUHVSRQGµVLPLODU¶WROXUHVmemory for gist in the absence of item-158 
specific memory may result in partial recognition, i.e., LQFRUUHFWO\MXGJLQJVWXGLHGLWHPVDVµVLPLODU¶ 159 
(Garoff et al., 2005). Successful mnemonic discrimination of a similar lure from its previously studied 160 
item is however thought to require intact item-specific memory as well as post-retrieval processing 161 
(Brainerd et al., 2003). Several fMRI studies have shown differences in encoding activity according to 162 
whether later memory is item-specific or gist-based. Activity in LIFG (Garoff et al., 2005; Kim and 163 
Cabeza, 2007; Kubota et al., 2006) and left superior temporal gyrus (Baym and Gonsalves, 2010) has 164 
been found to predict subsequent false recognition of images and visually presented words which are 165 
semantically similar to studied items, relative to subsequent forgetting. The assumption that this 166 
reflects semantic gist processing is consistent with behavioural studies showing that emphasis on 167 
semantic processing at encoding contributes to greater likelihood of false memory (Koutstaal and 168 
Schacter, 1997; Roediger and McDermott, 1995). However, contrasts of subsequent false recognition 169 
with forgetting provide limited information about what is unique to encoding supporting mnemonic 170 
discrimination. The same studies have found that encoding predicting true recognition engages visual 171 
cortex, e.g. bilateral fusiform gyri, inferior temporal cortex and LOC (Baym and Gonsalves, 2010; 172 
Garoff et al., 2005; Kim and Cabeza, 2007), suggesting additional perceptual processing may aid in 173 
formation of item-specific memory. These regions associated with encoding predicting true and false 174 
recognition are similar to those which in the fMRA studies discussed above were associated with 175 
sensitivity and invariance to perceptual change, respectively (Fairhall et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2009; 176 
Koutstaal et al., 2001). A small number of studies (Cheng and Rugg, 2010; Geng et al., 2007; Urbach 177 
et al., 2005) have also reported differences in electroencephalographic event-related potentials during 178 
encoding of words according to whether semantically similar lures are later mnemonically 179 
discriminated or falsely recognised, consistent with suggestions that different encoding processes 180 
contribute to these outcomes.  181 
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The present study had three main aims. First, we sought evidence for cortical activity consistent 182 
with pattern separation and/or completion during incidental encoding of images of novel objects, 183 
repetitions, and perceptually and conceptually similar objects (Bakker et al., 2008). We also assessed 184 
whether neural responses to images of graded perceptual and conceptual similarity relative to 185 
previously viewed images, defined by independent subjective ratings, met computational definitions 186 
for pattern separation and completion within repetition sensitive regions. Second, we examined the 187 
neural bases of encoding predicting recognition outcomes proposed to rely on item-specific memory 188 
(mnemonic discrimination of lures), gist-based memory (partial recognition of studied items, false 189 
recognition of lures) or both (true recognition). The recognition test employed studied, novel and lure 190 
images and SDUWLFLSDQWVPDGHµVDPH¶ µsimilar¶RUµQHZ¶MXGJHPHQWV (Garoff et al., 2005; Koutstaal et 191 
al., 1999). This task is thought to place greater demands on pattern separation than dichotomous 192 
old/new recognition (Stark et al., 2013), and supports direct comparisons between successful and 193 
unsuccessful lure mnemonic discrimination (Yassa et al., 2011). Finally, we assessed whether the 194 
same regions engaged in pattern separation or completion were also associated with item-specific or 195 
gist encoding.  196 
Based on previous fMRA studies, it was predicted that bilateral inferior frontal cortex 197 
(Koutstaal et al., 2001) and occipito-temporal regions including bilateral LOC and fusiform would 198 
demonstrate pattern separation (Fairhall et al., 2011; Koutstaal et al., 2001), and would also be 199 
engaged in item-specific encoding (Kim and Cabeza, 2007). Encoding predicting gist memory was 200 
expected to engage left-lateralised regions associated with semantic processing, including fusiform, 201 
inferior parietal lobe and LIFG (Badre and Wagner, 2007; Binder et al., 2009). 202 
 203 
2. Methods 204 
2.1. Participants 205 
Twenty-six right-handed adults aged 18-26 years underwent fMRI scanning. Data from one 206 
participant were lost due to data acquisition issues; a further five participants were excluded due to 207 
chance performance on the recognition test. Results for pattern separation and pattern completion 208 
analyses reflect data from the remaining 20 participants (M
 
= 21.9 years; 10 female). For subsequent 209 
memory analyses, seven further participants were excluded due to insufficient false recognition trials 210 
(Section 2.7.1.). Subsequent memory analyses were therefore conducted on data from 13 participants 211 
(M
 
= 21.8 years; 6 female). Informed consent was obtained, and the protocol received ethical 212 
approval. Subjective ratings of within-pair stimulus similarity were collected from a separate sample 213 
(Section 2.4.).  214 
 215 
2.2. Materials 216 
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Stimuli were pairs of images (photographs or drawings, 300 x 270 pixels) of common objects 217 
or animals (Koutstaal, 2006). Pairs comprised perceptually similar exemplars of the same basic-level 218 
conceptual category, e.g., cats, telephones. Study phase lists contained 280 images: 200 novel, 40 219 
repetitions of previously presented images, and 40 images which were perceptually and conceptually 220 
similar to previously presented images. Test lists comprised 240 images: 80 studied µVDPH¶ items, 80 221 
lures of studied items µVLPLODU¶ and 80 novel µQHZ¶ items. Lures presented at test had not been 222 
presented at study. Of the studied items presented at test, 20 had been presented twice at study (as 223 
novel then as a repetition), and for 20 of the 80 lures presented at test, corresponding items had been 224 
presented twice at study. Allocation of images to conditions was counterbalanced across participants. 225 
For study and test phases, a unique pseudo-random order of presentation was generated for each 226 
participant, with the constraint that no more than six items from one condition were presented in 227 
sequence. $WWKHVWDUWRIWKHVFDQQHGVWXG\SKDVHIRXUµILOOHU¶LPDJHVZHUHSUHVHQWHG, and excluded 228 
from analyses. 229 
 230 
2.3. Task and procedure 231 
Stimuli were presented in Cogent2000 v1.29 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk) in MATLAB v.7.12 (The 232 
MathWorks Inc., 2011). The task comprised a scanned study phase and a subsequent recognition test, 233 
illustrated in Fig. 2. Stimuli were displayed through MRI-compatible Nordic Neurolab goggles 234 
(www.nordicneurolab.com) at an effective viewing distance of 1 m, and vision was corrected to 235 
normal if required. Images subtended approximately 10 degrees of visual angle. Earplugs were 236 
employed to reduce scanner noise, and head motion was minimised using foam pads. During the study 237 
phase, participants judged whether each depicted item would fit in a shoeER[UHVSRQGLQJµ\HV¶RUµQR¶238 
via button presses on hand-held fibre-optic response pads. Images were presented centrally against a 239 
white background for 2200 ms, followed by a black fixation cross for 300 ms, then a red fixation cross 240 
for 300 ms (stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) = 2800 ms). Novel images were separated from 241 
corresponding repetitions or similar images by 30 - 60 trials. Participants also viewed 40 fixation-only 242 
µQXOO¶WULDOVLQZKLFKWKHEODFNIL[DWLRQFURVVUHPDLQHGRQVFUHHQIRUWKHGXUDWLRQRIRQH62$ 243 
Twenty-four hours after the study phase, participants completed a recognition test. Participants 244 
judged whether images presented were µVDPH¶µVLPLODU¶RUµQHZ¶UHODWLYHWRVWXGLHGLWHPVRUJDYHD245 
µJXHVV¶UHVSRQVH5HVSRQVHVZHUHPDGHYLDNH\SUHVVHV,PDJHVZHUHSUHVHQWHGIRU ms with a 246 
1000 ms inter-trial interval (black fixation cross 700 ms, red fixation cross 300 ms; SOA = 4000 ms). 247 
Assignment of keys to responses was counterbalanced across participants. Practice sessions were 248 
conducted prior to study and test phases.  249 
 250 
< Figure 2 about here> 251 
 252 
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2.4. Similarity ratings 253 
Subjective similarity ratings were collected from a separate sample (N = 23; 18 ± 25 years). The 254 
pairs of images employed in the main experiment were presented in sequence, with a unique 255 
pseudorandom order of presentation generated for each participant. Twelve participants rated the 256 
perceptual similarity of items within each pair from 1 (highly similar) to 5 (highly distinctive), and 11 257 
rated intra-pair conceptual similarity on the same scale. Participants were asked to base perceptual 258 
similarity judgements on visual features such as shape or colour, and to base conceptual similarity 259 
judgements on how well the images corresponded to the same kind of object, i.e., two mountain bikes 260 
would be judged as conceptually similar, whereas a collie and bulldog, although both belonging to the 261 
basic-level category µGRJ¶ should be rated less conceptually similar (Konkle et al., 2010). Image pairs 262 
were presented until 800 ms after a response was made, up to a maximum presentation time of 6000 263 
ms. Between trials, a black fixation cross was presented for 1000 ms.  264 
 265 
2.5. fMRI data acquisition 266 
Images were acquired with a 1.5T Signa Horizon HDX MRI scanner operating under a research 267 
collaboration with GE Medical Systems (Milwaukee, USA). T2*-weighted functional images were 268 
acquired in a single session using a BOLD-EPI sequence (TR = 2200 ms, TE = 40 ms). Functional 269 
data consisted of 435 volumes, each comprising 30 slices (interleaved acquisition; 64 x 64 matrix; 4 270 
mm x 4 mm x 4 mm). The first 4 volumes were discarded to account for T1 equilibration. Following 271 
functional scanning, T1-weighted structural images were obtained (fov = 24 cm; flip angle 8°, 256 x 272 
256 matrix, 1mm x 1mm x 1.3 mm voxels).  273 
 274 
2.6. Image preprocessing  275 
MRI preprocessing and analysis were conducted in SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive 276 
Neurology, London, UK) in MATLAB v.7.5 (The MathWorks Inc., 2007). Scans with slices showing 277 
average signal of greater than 7 standard deviations (SD) from the session mean were visually 278 
checked, and where artefacts were present scans were replaced with the average of the two adjacent 279 
scans (Foo et al., 1994) then modelled as confounds in the first level design matrix (see Section 280 
2.7.1.). Functional images were corrected for temporal differences in slice acquisition using sinc 281 
interpolation in time, and spatially realigned to the mean EPI image using B-spline interpolation. For 282 
whole-brain analyses, spatial normalisation used the 'new segment' protocol in SPM8 (Ashburner and 283 
)ULVWRQ  SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ VWUXFWXUDO VFDQV were coregistered to their mean EPI image, then 284 
segmented into 6 tissue classes. Resulting parameters were applied to reslice the EPI images to 3 x 3 x 285 
3 mm voxels in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space. Finally, for the principal analyses the 286 
data were spatially smoothed with an 8 x 8 x 8 mm full-width half maximum Gaussian kernel.  287 
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 288 
2.7. fMRI data analysis  289 
2.7.1. First and second level models and statistical thresholding 290 
At the first level, vectors of onset times for each event type of interest for each participant were 291 
convolved with the canonical haemodynamic response function (HRF) and temporal derivative basis 292 
functions in a general linear model (GLM). Hypothesis testing involved construction of 5 separate 293 
first level models. Model i) implemented the overall pattern separation/completion analysis, and ii)-294 
iv) the input similarity analyses. For the similarity analyses, model ii) identified repetition sensitive 295 
regions, then iii) modelled perceptual similarity and iv) conceptual similarity. Finally, v) modelled 296 
subsequent memory effects. 297 
For the overall pattern separation and completion model (i), event types of interest were novel, 298 
repeated and similar items. Unlike previous fMRI studies, we defined pattern separation and 299 
completion within regions showing repetition enhancement as well as suppression. A difference in 300 
activity between novel and repeated items is necessary to reveal the relative responses to similar 301 
items, but both directions of repetition effect are consistent with computational definitions for pattern 302 
separation and completion. In ii), to define repetition sensitive regions the event types of interest were 303 
the novel and repeated items presented at study. For each participant, half of the novel items for which 304 
repeated or similar items were later presented, and half of the repeated items (40 and 20, respectively) 305 
were randomly selected to identify the repetition sensitive regions, and the remaining half were used 306 
for the similarity analyses iii) and iv). In ii), the 120 novel non-repeated items were also included to 307 
maximise sensitivity. For similarity analyses, stimulus pairs were divided into tertiles based on their 308 
average intra-pair perceptual (ii) and conceptual (iii) similarity ratings. Event types of interest were: 309 
novel items for which similar or repeated items were later presented; repetitions; similar items of high 310 
(S1); medium (S2); and low (S3) similarity; and null events. The novel and repeated items consisted 311 
of the half of the novel and repeated items (40 and 20) not included in the mode used to select 312 
repetition sensitive regions (ii). For model iii), for each class of similar item (S1, S2, S3), a 313 
continuous measure of perceptual similarity was included as a parametric modulator, convolved with 314 
the canonical HRF. Similarly, for model iv), continuous measures of conceptual similarity were 315 
included as parametric modulators for each of the similar conditions (S1, S2, S3). For models iii) and 316 
iv), novel items which were not subsequently repeated (either as similar items or repetitions) served as 317 
a non-fixation implicit baseline, following Motley and Kirwan (2012). For the subsequent memory 318 
model (v), encoding trials were sorted according to the response condition of corresponding 319 
studied/lure items at test. Event types of interest were hits to VWXGLHG LWHPV µVDPH¶_Vtudied), partial 320 
recognition of VWXGLHG LWHPV µVLPLODU¶_Vtudied); lure false recognition µVDPH¶_Oure); lure correct 321 
rejection µVLPLODU¶_Oure); and µIRUJHWWLQJ¶)RUWKHODWWHUHYHQWW\SHmisses to both studied items and 322 
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OXUHVµQHZ¶_VWXGLHGµQHZ¶_Oure) were collapsed into a single category. Participants with fewer than 10 323 
trials in any condition of interest were excluded from analyses.  324 
For all models, the first two images presented during scanning and, for the subsequent memory 325 
model, trials receiving no response, were modelled as events of no interest. Regressors comprising a 326 
µ¶LQDFROXPQRI]HURHVUHSUHVHQWLQJUHPRYHGVFans were also included in the GLM as confounds, 327 
along with 12 motion parameters comprising the six rigid-body transformation outputs of the 328 
realignment stage, and the differences between these six parameters and the corresponding parameters 329 
of the previous scan (Friston et al., 1996). The time series was high-pass filtered using a cut-off of 128 330 
s, and parameter estimates were computed using the weighted least squares model fitted to the data 331 
after prewhitening using an AR(1) plus white noise model (Friston et al., 2002).  332 
For models i), ii) and v), fMRI data were analysed using a two stage summary statistic mixed-333 
effects procedure (Penny and Holmes, 2006) (for iii and iv, group analyses were conducted on beta 334 
values extracted from first level models, Section 3.2.2.1.). T-contrasts for each event type (e.g., for 335 
pattern separation: novel, repetition, similar) against the implicit baseline were computed at the 336 
individual subject level and entered into one-way within-subjects analyses of variance (ANOVAs) at 337 
the group level, which modelled average subject effects and treated participants as random effects. 338 
GLMs were estimated using weighted least squares to account for non-sphericity (Friston et al., 339 
2002). Main contrasts of interest employed one-tailed t-tests, producing statistical parametric maps of 340 
t-statistics at each voxel. Images for exclusive masking were computed using bidirectional F-tests. 341 
Correction for multiple comparisons employed AlphaSim's Monte Carlo permutation-based cluster 342 
threshold (Analysis for Functional NeuroImaging, afni.nimh.nih.gov; Cox, 1996). For a family-wise 343 
error (FWE) rate of p < .05, given a cluster-defining voxel threshold of p < .01, the cluster threshold 344 
was 67 contiguous voxels for whole-brain contrasts. Exclusive masks were applied at an uncorrected 345 
threshold of p < .05, to discount voxels from the resulting masked contrasts which showed any hint of 346 
the relevant masked effect. Results reported are for the canonical HRF. 347 
 348 
2.7.2. Cortical region of interest (ROI) analyses 349 
Pattern separation and subsequent memory effects were also examined in several a priori ROIs, 350 
listed in Table 1 along with a summary of the results of the analyses (see Section 3.2.). For each ROI, 351 
average beta values from first level models were extracted for event types of interest within spheres of 352 
5 mm radius (3 mm in MTL) centred on peak coordinates from previous relevant studies. Differences 353 
in extracted beta values between events of interest were analysed using t-tests and ANOVA.  354 
 355 
 356 
 357 
< TABLE 1 about here > 358 
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2.7.3. Hippocampal voxel-wise ROI analysis  360 
In line with previous fMRI studies of pattern separation and pattern completion, targeted 361 
analyses were also conducted within the hippocampus using unsmoothed EPI data. To ensure optimal 362 
localisation and signal detection, the ROI-AL method of cross-participant alignment was used (Stark 363 
and Okado, 2003). Given the limited spatial resolution, both hippocampi together were treated as a 364 
single ROI. T1 structural scans were first normalised to MNI space in SPM8 using affine transforms, 365 
before hippocampal manual segmentation in ITK-SNAP (Boccardi et al., 2011; Yushkevich et al., 366 
2006). Resulting segmentations were aligned using the Diffeomorphic Demons algorithm 367 
(Vercauteren et al., 2007) in MedINRIA (v1.8.0, ASCLEPIOS Research Team, France) to a 368 
hippocampal mask derived from manual segmentation of the T1 canonical brain. Segmentations were 369 
then realigned to a template derived from the mean of the post-aligned ROIs from the previous step. 370 
7KHGLVSODFHPHQWILHOGVJHQHUDWHGZHUHDSSOLHGWRSDUWLFLSDQWV¶SUHSURFHVVHG(3,WLPHVHULHVDQGfirst 371 
and second level models re-estimated (Section 2.7.1.). Voxel-wise analyses were conducted within the 372 
group hippocampal mask. For a FWE of p < .05 given a cluster-defining voxel threshold of p < .01, a 373 
cluster threshold of 3 voxels was determined using AlphaSim.  374 
 375 
2.7.4. Functional overlap  376 
We tested for joint significance of the conjunction of each pattern separation or completion 377 
contrast with each item-specific or gist encoding contrast which revealed significant findings. A 378 
conjoint voxel threshold was applied following inclusive masking of each encoding contrast with the 379 
relevant pattern separation/completion contrast. With the individual contrasts thresholded at the 380 
original significance level of p < 0.01, the conjoint uncorrected voxel significance level  was p < .001 381 
DFFRUGLQJ WR )LVKHU¶V IRUPXOD )LVKHU  /D]DU et al., 2002). Using AlphaSim, the cluster 382 
threshold for FWE correction at p < .05 given this conjoint voxel significance level was 20 contiguous 383 
voxels.  384 
 385 
3. Results 386 
3.1. Behavioural results  387 
3.1.1. Study phase 388 
One-way ANOVA examining mean reaction time (RT) at study showed that responses on the 389 
size judgement task were faster to repetitions (830 ms) and similar items (863 ms) compared to novel 390 
items (953 ms; F(2,38) = 38.4; t(19) = 8.06; t(19) = 6.52; all p < .001). No differences were observed 391 
in RT at study according to memory response at test (F < 1). As the size judgement task contained a 392 
subjective element, accuracy was not assessed. 393 
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 394 
3.1.2. Test phase 395 
Analyses of test phase memory accuracy and RTs were conducted on data from the 13 396 
participants included in subsequent memory analyses. RT at test differed according to the Condition 397 
of items (studied, repetition, lure; F(2,24) = 14.31, p < .001) and the Response given µVDPH¶398 
µVLPLODU¶µQHZ¶F(2,24) = 7.24, p = .003). A Condition x Response interaction (F(4,48) = 7.15, p < 399 
.001) was followed up via t-tests contrasting correct with incorrect responses separately for each 400 
&RQGLWLRQ)RUVWXGLHGLWHPVFRUUHFWµVDPH¶UHVSRQVHVZHUHIDVWHUWKDQLQFRUUHFWUHVSRQVHVµVLPLODU¶401 
t(12) = 4.72, p  µQHZ¶ t(12) = 2.18, p = .05). Novel items were correctly LGHQWLILHGDVµQHZ¶402 
IDVWHUWKDQWKH\ZHUHLQFRUUHFWO\MXGJHGµVDPH¶RUµVLPLODU¶t(12) = 2.35, p = .037; t(12) = 3.21, p = 403 
3DUWLFLSDQWVZHUHVORZHUWRFRUUHFWO\UHMHFWOXUHVWKDQWRIDOVHO\UHFRJQLVHOXUHVDVµVDPH¶ (t(12) 404 
= 2.25, p = .04), and no GLIIHUHQFHLQ57ZDVREVHUYHGEHWZHHQFRUUHFWµVLPLODU¶DQGLQFRUUHFWµQHZ¶405 
responses to lures (t(12) = 1.96, p = .07).  406 
Proportions of responses associated with each Condition (studied, lure, novel) at test were 407 
computed for the 13 participants included in subsequent memory analyses (see Fig. 3). Three one-way 408 
ANOVAs examined effects RI&RQGLWLRQVWXGLHGOXUHQRYHOVHSDUDWHO\IRUHDFK5HVSRQVHµVDPH¶409 
µVLPLODU¶µQHZ¶(IIHFWVRI&RQGLWLRQZHUHSUHVHQWIRUHDFK5HVSRQVHµVDPH¶F(2,24) = 234.83, p < 410 
µVLPLODU¶F(2,24) = 27.22, p µQHZ¶F(1.2,14.7) = 71.0, p < .001). Post hoc tests for each 411 
Response type (DGMXVWHGĮ= .017) revealHGWKDWFRUUHFWµVDPH¶UHVSRQVHVWRVtudied items were more 412 
frequent than false recognition of lures or novel items (t(12) = 15.17; t(12) = 16.82; ps < .001), and 413 
lures were falsely recognised more often than novel items (t(12) = 9.48, p µ6LPLODU¶UHVSRQVHV414 
were assigned to lures more often than studied or novel items (t(12) = 8.13; t(12) = 5.25; ps < .001), 415 
but there was no difference in the proportions RIVWXGLHGDQGQRYHOLWHPVMXGJHGµVLPLODU¶t(12) = .58, 416 
p  1RYHOLWHPVZHUHMXGJHGµQHZ¶PRUHRIWHQWKDQVWXGLHGLWHPVRUOXUHVt(12) = 8.85; t(12) = 417 
8.02; ps < .001), and studied items received IHZHUµQHZ¶UHVSRQVHVWKDQOXUHVt(12) = 7.02, p < .001).  418 
 419 
< Figure 3 about here > 420 
 421 
3.1.3. Similarity ratings 422 
The average perceptual similarity rating of image pairs was 2.89 (SD = .68, range 1.33 - 4.58) 423 
and the average intra-pair conceptual rating was 3.01 (SD = .63, range 1.64 - 4.45). Conceptual and 424 
perceptual ratings were positively correlated across items (r = .64, n = 280, p < .001).  425 
 426 
3.2. fMRI results 427 
3.2.1. Pattern separation and pattern completion 428 
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3.2.1.1. Analysis strategy 429 
To assess pattern separation, we searched for regions in which average activity elicited by 430 
novel and similar items was greater than activity for repetitions (repetition < similar = novel), using a 431 
one-tailed t-contrast at the group-level. To discount regions showing any hint of differential activity 432 
between novel and similar items, the resulting SPM was exclusively masked with the bidirectional F-433 
contrast of novel vs. similar (Section 2.7.1.). To detect pattern separation activity in regions showing 434 
greateUDFWLYLW\IRUUHSHWLWLRQVWKDQQRYHOLWHPVDµUHYHUVH¶SDWWHUQVHSDUDWLRQFRQWUDVWZDVFRPSXWHG435 
(repetition > similar = novel), again exclusively masked with the F-contrast of novel vs. similar. For 436 
pattern completion, t-contrasts located regions in which activity elicited by novel items was greater 437 
than that for both similar items and repetitions (repetition = similar < novel), exclusively masked with 438 
the F-contrast of similar vs. repeated items. A 'reverse' pattern completion contrast also examined 439 
regions showing increased activity to similar and repeated relative to novel items (repetition = similar 440 
> novel).  441 
 442 
3.2.1.2. Findings 443 
Regions showing suprathreshold pattern separation and completion-consistent activity in the 444 
whole brain analysis are summarised in Table 2 and selected regions are illustrated in Fig. 4 (pattern 445 
separation) and Fig. 5 (pattern completion). Pattern separation (repetition < similar = novel) activity 446 
was observed in bilateral PFC and occipito-temporal regions including a lateral prefrontal region 447 
encompassing LIFG (BA 46) and left middle frontal gyrus (LMFG; BA 9), and right inferior frontal 448 
gyrus (RIFG; BA 9), right inferior temporal cortex and left middle temporal gyrus. Reverse pattern 449 
separation activity (repetition > similar = novel) was observed in right inferior parietal cortex. Pattern 450 
completion activity (repetition = similar < novel) was revealed in a region of LIFG (BA 46/47) which 451 
overlapped but was slightly more anterior to that revealed in pattern separation contrasts. The 452 
µUHYHUVH¶SDWWHUQFRPSOHWLRQFRQWUDVW (repetition = similar > novel) revealed activity in left superior 453 
frontal and left supramarginal gyri, and right precuneus.  454 
The a priori ROI analyses (Table 1) revealed activity consistent with pattern separation in right 455 
fusiform, bilateral middle occipital cortex, and posterior LIFG (BA 44). Voxel-wise ROI analysis in 456 
hippocampus showed pattern completion activity in a left anterior region (Table 3).  457 
 458 
< TABLE 2 about here> 459 
 460 
< FIGURE 4 about here > 461 
 462 
< FIGURE 5 about here> 463 
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<TABLE 3 about here > 465 
 466 
3.2.2. Input similarity 467 
3.2.2.1. Analysis strategy 468 
To ensure independence of input similarity analyses from the ROI selection procedure, 469 
repetition sensitive regions were first identified by conducting unidirectional t-contrasts of novel > 470 
repeated, and repeated > novel using half of the items in each of these conditions (Section 2.7.1. for 471 
model and thresholding; Table 4 for results). Voxel-wise ROI analysis in the hippocampus did not 472 
reveal any repetition sensitive regions which survived thresholding, so model fit was examined in 473 
cortical repetition sensitive regions (Table 4) and a priori ROIs (Table 1) only. Input similarity 474 
analyses were conducted using the remaining half of the novel and repeated items within ROIs 475 
centred on the peak voxels of all regions which showed significant differences between novel and 476 
repeated items, and for the a priori ROIs for which pattern separation was supported in whole-brain 477 
analyses (Section 3.2.1.2.).  Next, beta values extracted from first level models for each ROI were 478 
averaged across participants for each trial type ± repetitions, high (S1), medium (S2), and low (S3) 479 
similarity items, and first presentations of novel items. Using the Curve Fitting Toolbox (v3.4) in 480 
MATLAB (v8.2), linear (f(x) = ax + b) and power functions (f(x) = axb + c) were fitted to the data for 481 
each ROI, with each data point weighted by the inverse of the square of the standard error (Machluf, 482 
2008). Power functions with decreasing slope are defined as functions where b (the exponent) < 0, 483 
and increasing slope power functions where b > 1 (Motley & Kirwan, 2012). The least squares 484 
DQDORJXH RI $NDLNH¶V ,QIRUPDWLRQ &ULWHULRQ LQFOXGLQJ FRUUHFWLRQ IRU VPDOO VDPSOH VL]H $,&c) was 485 
calculated using: AICc = nlog(SSE/n) + 2K + (2K(K+1))/(n-K-1), where n is the sample size, SSE is 486 
the sum of squared error, and K is the number of model parameters, including the error term 487 
(Burnham and Anderson, 1998). For each similarity measure, comparative fit of each linear and 488 
power model was assessed via AICc, adopting the criterion that a difference in AICc of greater than 4 489 
corresponds to significant evidence of a difference in model fit (Burnham and Anderson, 1998), with 490 
better fit for the model with the lower AICc value. To avoid formal comparison of very poor fitting 491 
models, model fit was compared using AICc only where adjusted R2 > 0 (indicating the model 492 
provides better fit than a horizontal line) for one or both models.   493 
For five out of six repetition sensitive regions, the peak voxel coordinates fell within a pattern 494 
separation or completion cluster revealed in the whole-brain contrasts (Section 3.2.1.2.). Findings of 495 
the curve fitting analysis were therefore interpreted in light of this overlap, to determine whether fitted 496 
curves were consistent with the overall analysis. The predicted function for pattern separation in 497 
regions showing repetition suppression (including a priori ROIs) was a power function with 498 
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decreasing slope (above the diagonal in Fig. 1A) for responses to repetitions, items of high, medium 499 
and low similarity, and novel items, The predicted function for pattern completion was a power 500 
function with increasing slope. Using a stricter operationalisation of pattern completion than Motley 501 
and Kirwan (2012), who also interpreted linear functions as evidence of pattern completion, we 502 
classified a linear function as consistent with neither pattern separation nor completion (see 503 
Introduction). In regions showing repetition enhancement, the direction of response functions 504 
consistent with pattern separation and completion was reversed: pattern separation is expected to 505 
approximate the decreasing slope power function below the diagonal in Fig. 1B, and pattern 506 
completion the increasing slope power function above the diagonal.  507 
 508 
<TABLE 4 about here> 509 
3.2.2.2. Findings 510 
Repetition sensitive regions are summarised in Table 4. Model fit is summarised in Table 5, 511 
and full model parameters are listed in Supplementary Table S1. Best fitting curves for ROIs showing 512 
model fit consistent with pattern separation are depicted in Fig. 6. The RIFG cluster overlapped with 513 
an RIFG cluster revealed in the whole-brain pattern separation contrast (repetition < similar = novel) 514 
and showed decreasing slope power functions for both conceptual and perceptual similarity, 515 
consistent with pattern separation. AICc differences between the power and linear models were 13.33 516 
and 14.46 for conceptual and perceptual similarity, respectively, and for both similarity measures, 517 
linear models showed very poor fit (adjusted R2 < 0), suggesting better fit for the power function. The 518 
right superior temporal gyrus cluster overlapped with a right inferior parietal reverse pattern 519 
separation cluster (repetition > similar = novel) but did not show sufficiently reduced AICc for the 520 
best fitting decreasing slope power function for conceptual similarity relative to the linear function 521 
(AICc difference = 1.56). However, the right supramarginal gyrus subpeak of this cluster was closer to 522 
the peak of the overlapping right inferior parietal cluster (4.2 vs.14.7 mm; see Table 4) and showed 523 
better fit for the decreasing slope power model for conceptual similarity, consistent with pattern 524 
separation (AICc difference = 19.41). 525 
Among the a priori ROIs, posterior LIFG showed the predicted power function with decreasing 526 
slope for conceptual similarity, indicative of pattern separation and consistent with the overall 527 
analysis (AICc difference =8.59). Contrary to predictions however, the right middle occipital (RMO) 528 
ROI showed best fitting increasing slope power functions for both conceptual and perceptual 529 
similarity (AICc differences = 29.42 and 18.31). For all other ROIs, including a left anterior cingulate 530 
region which did not overlap with pattern separation or completion regions, support for the predicted 531 
pattern separation or completion function was not found.  532 
 533 
< TABLE 5 about here > 534 
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 < FIGURE 6 about here > 535 
 536 
 537 
3.2.3. Subsequent memory 538 
3.2.3.1. Analysis strategy 539 
Encoding trials were sorted according to responses in the subsequent recognition test (see Fig. 540 
3). Subsequent hits to studied items and subsequent correct rejection of lures were classified as item-541 
specific memory, while subsequent partial recognition of studied items as 'similar' and subsequent 542 
false recognition of lures DV µVDPH¶ ZHUH FODVVLILHG DV gist memory (Garoff et al., 2005). Misses 543 
µQHZ¶ UHVSRQVHs) of studied items and lures comprised the subsequent forgetting category. Hits 544 
versus partial recognition of studied items, and correct rejection versus false recognition of lures were 545 
analysed as two distinct subsequent memory effects, one relating to encoding supporting recognition 546 
of studied items, the other to encoding supporting mnemonic discrimination of lures (Cheng and 547 
Rugg, 2010). To examine encoding predicting gist memory, we used unidirectional t-contrasts to 548 
identify activity increases for subsequent partial recognition relative to subsequent hits; and for 549 
subsequent false recognition relative to subsequent lure correct rejection. As both partial and false 550 
recognition have been proposed to reflect gist memory (Garoff et al., 2005), to maximise trials 551 
available for gist contrasts and to allow comparison with the results of Garoff et al. (2005), additional 552 
contrasts also collapsed subsequent partial and false recognition into a single 'gist memory' category, 553 
and compared this separately with subsequent hits and subsequent correct rejection. The reverse 554 
contrasts were also computed (subsequent hits > subsequent partial recognition; subsequent correct 555 
rejection > subsequent false recognition, and each item-specific memory outcome > subsequent gist 556 
memory). Finally, each response category was also contrasted with subsequent forgetting.  557 
 558 
3.2.3.2. Findings 559 
Results of the subsequent memory analyses are summarised in Table 6. Encoding of items 560 
attracting subsequent hits, when compared with subsequent gist memory (partial recognition of 561 
studied items and false recognition of lures) elicited greater activity in right superior temporal gyrus, 562 
posterior LIFG, and left middle occipital gyrus. The contrast of subsequent hits vs. subsequent partial 563 
recognition revealed activity in right precuneus and left middle occipital gyrus. Encoding predicting 564 
lure correct rejection compared to lure false recognition elicited greater activity in posterior cingulate. 565 
Encoding predicting subsequent gist memory, when contrasted with encoding predicting subsequent 566 
lure correct rejection, revealed activity in left inferior parietal lobe. 567 
 568 
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< TABLE 6 about here > 569 
 570 
The voxel-wise analysis in the hippocampus showed that activity in right posterior and left 571 
anterior regions predicted subsequent correct rejection of lures relative to subsequent gist memory 572 
(Table 3). Activity in a left posterior region was also greater for encoding of items for which lures 573 
were subsequently falsely recognised compared to items for which lures were correctly rejected. 574 
 575 
3.2.4. Overlap between pattern separation/completion and item-specific/gist encoding 576 
3.2.4.1. Analysis strategy 577 
Functional overlap between pattern separation or pattern completion and mnemonic encoding 578 
was assessed by searching for regions showing conjoint activity between significant contrasts 579 
employed in pattern separation and subsequent memory contrasts (see Sections 2.7.1., 3.2.1.1. & 580 
3.2.3.1. for masking and thresholding procedures) for the 13 participants included in both analyses.  581 
 582 
3.2.4.2. Findings 583 
The conjoint analysis revealed significant functional overlap between regions engaged in 584 
pattern separation and encoding predicting hits to studied items (Table 7 & Fig. 7). Bilateral inferior 585 
frontal and left middle occipital regions showed both pattern separation (repetition < similar = novel) 586 
and greater activity for subsequent hits than subsequent gist memory. Overlap was also observed 587 
between pattern separation activity and encoding activity predicting subsequent hits relative to 588 
subsequent partial recognition in left occipital and right inferior frontal cortex. No significant 589 
functional overlap was observed between pattern separation and gist encoding, or between pattern 590 
completion and either item-specific or gist encoding. 591 
 592 
< TABLE 7 about here > 593 
< FIGURE 7 about here > 594 
 595 
 596 
4. Discussion 597 
This is the first study to investigate cortical pattern separation and completion of visual object 598 
representations in humans. We found neural activity consistent with pattern separation in occipito-599 
temporal cortex and bilateral lateral PFC, and pattern completion in left anterior PFC and right 600 
precuneus. In bilateral lateral PFC, and right parietal regions, responses to parametrically varied 601 
conceptual and perceptual input similarity provided further evidence for pattern separation. The data 602 
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are in line with computational predictions (Treves and Rolls, 1992; Vazdarjanova and Guzowski, 603 
2004) and with findings of pattern separation and completion computations in sensory cortex in 604 
rodents (Aimone et al., 2011; Barnes et al., 2008). Bilateral prefrontal and left occipital cortex regions 605 
showing pattern separation activity were also engaged during encoding predicting subsequent true 606 
recognition, consistent with suggestions that cortical pattern separation contributes to successful item-607 
specific encoding. Contrary to predictions, we did not detect overlap between pattern separation 608 
activity and encoding activity associated with later mnemonic discrimination of lures, although 609 
activity in the hippocampus did predict accurate lure rejection, in line with previous findings (e.g., 610 
Kirwan & Stark, 2007). The data are consistent with the view that cortical pattern separation at 611 
encoding contributes to successful item-specific memory, but that further processes, such as encoding 612 
of gist and item-specific information, contribute to later mnemonic outcomes.  613 
 614 
4.1. Behavioural findings 615 
Reaction time data did not reveal any evidence that later recognition outcomes were due to 616 
differences in duration of processing at study. Faster RTs at study to both repeated and similar items 617 
are consistent with priming of similar items based on overlapping perceptual or conceptual features 618 
(Stenberg et al., 2009). 3HUIRUPDQFHRQWKHµVDPHVLPLODUQHZ¶UHFRJQLWLRQWHVWZDVVLmilar to that in 619 
previous reports (Garoff et al., 2005; Stark et al., 2013; Toner et al., 2009) with participants most 620 
often coUUHFWO\FODVVLI\LQJVWXGLHGOXUHDQGQRYHOLPDJHVDVµVDPH¶µVLPLODU¶DQGµQHZ¶UHVSHFWLYHO\621 
3URSRUWLRQVRIµVLPLODU¶Uesponses to each item type were lower thaQLQ*DURIIHWDO¶VHDUOLHU622 
study which employed the same retention interval and largely the same stimulus set. This may be 623 
exSODLQHGE\WKHIDFWWKDWLQ*DURIIHWDO¶VVWXG\a higher proportion of test items were lures 624 
(2/5) compared to tKHFXUUHQWVWXG\ZKLFKPD\KDYHOHGWRJUHDWHUELDVWRUHVSRQGµVLPLODU¶LQ625 
the original study. This may also be why responses here but not in the previous study were also less 626 
accurate for lures than for studied and novel items. The pattern observed here is consistent with 627 
previous findings of reduced performance for lures (e.g., Stark et al., 2013; Toner et al., 2009), and 628 
with claims that lure discrimination places greater demands on pattern separation (Kirwan and Stark, 629 
2007; Yassa et al., 2011) and/or post-retrieval processing (Brainerd et al., 2003; Morcom, 2015) and 630 
is therefore associated with reduced accuracy.  631 
 632 
4.2. Pattern separation and pattern completion 633 
As predicted, contrasts of study phase activity elicited by novel, repeated and all similar items 634 
revealed evidence of pattern separation in bilateral occipito-temporal cortex in both a priori and 635 
whole-brain analyses. This is consistent with neurophysiological evidence of orthogonalisation of 636 
input in sensory cortex (Barnes et al., 2008; Wilson, 2009). These findings extend those of fMRA 637 
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studies reporting sensitivity of visual regions to subtle perceptual change in images (Chouinard et al., 638 
2008; Kim et al., 2009; Koutstaal et al., 2001), by identifying occipito-temporal clusters of activity 639 
that show differential activity between repetitions and both novel and similar items, with no hint of 640 
activity differences between novel and similar items. Curve fitting analysis did not however provide 641 
additional support for true computational pattern separation in occipito-temporal regions. 642 
We also observed activity consistent with pattern separation in bilateral, mainly posterior and 643 
inferior, regions of lateral frontal cortex. In bilateral inferior frontal and right parietal areas, 644 
converging evidence from the overall analyses and from curve fitting supported pattern separation, 645 
indicative of sensitivity to item novelty despite overlapping representations. The prefrontal regions 646 
have been linked to cognitive control functions including selection among competing memory 647 
representations (Badre and Wagner, 2007; Dudukovic and Wagner, 2007), and goal-related attentional 648 
modulation of sensory signals in extrastriate visual regions (Zanto et al., 2011), and of hippocampal 649 
processing (Summerfield et al., 2006). Such top-down modulation is consistent with other evidence 650 
that the regions engaged in pattern separation or completion vary according to the orienting task as 651 
well as the stimuli (Hashimoto et al., 2012; Motley and Kirwan, 2012). Parametric analysis indicated 652 
both conceptual and perceptual pattern separation in the right inferior frontal region. A contribution of 653 
both similarity dimensions is in keeping with the task goals which made both dimensions of 654 
individual items relevant. However a dominance of conceptual separation in the posterior LIFG ROI 655 
may also reflect its proposed specialisation for resolution of competition between active semantic 656 
representations (Badre et al., 2005; Thompson-Schill et al., 1999). The present data raise the 657 
possibility that pattern separation computations may contribute to this resolution.  658 
Suggestions of pattern completion from initial contrasts in regions including anterior inferior 659 
left PFC, right precuneus and left parietal lobe were not borne out by the more specific parametric 660 
similarity analysis. In the case of the left prefrontal regions, lack of significant repetition sensitivity 661 
when only the subset of novel and repeated items were analysed precluded examination of input 662 
response functions. Other repetition sensitive ROIs did overlap with clusters revealed in the overall 663 
pattern separation (e.g., left and right middle occipital, right inferior occipital) or completion (left 664 
inferior parietal, right precuneus) contrasts, but did not show the predicted model fit for these 665 
computations. Selection of repetition sensitive ROIs using different trials from those included in 666 
similarity analyses allowed us to ensure that the two pattern separation/completion analyses were 667 
independent, but this reduced the number of trials in both analyses. Although this presumably 668 
impacted sensitivity, the only inconsistent result between the two was in the right middle occipital a 669 
priori ROI, in which the two analyses showed repetition effects of opposite direction. No region 670 
showed greater evidence for a linear response than for the increasing/decreasing slope power 671 
functions predicted for pattern separation or completion in the closest or overlapping peak. Future 672 
studies examining response functions in a priori ROIs centred on the pattern separation and 673 
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completion regions revealed in the present overall analyses may observe supporting evidence of these 674 
processes.  675 
We did not find clear-cut evidence for either hippocampal pattern separation or completion, 676 
despite previous findings (e.g., Bakker et al., 2008 2¶5HLOO\ DQG McClelland, 1994). The lower 677 
spatial resolution here compared to previous fMRI studies of hippocampal pattern separation (Bakker 678 
et al., 2008; Yassa et al., 2011) is the most likely explanation, as the current data did not permit 679 
anatomical separation of responses in the hippocampal subregions in which pattern separation (DG) 680 
and completion (CA1) signals have previously been reported (e.g., Hunsaker and Kesner, 2013; 681 
Leutgeb et al., 2007).   682 
 683 
4.3 Item-specific and gist encoding 684 
Regions active at encoding differed according to whether subsequent memory was item-685 
specific, i.e., accurate recognition of studied items or mnemonic discrimination of lures; or gist-based, 686 
i.e., false recognition of lures or partial recognition of studied items. Occipito-temporal regions 687 
including left middle occipital cortex showed greater activity for encoding supporting accurate 688 
recognition as opposed to gist memory, consistent with reports that visual processing supports later 689 
item-specific memory for visually presented stimuli (Baym and Gonsalves, 2010; Kim and Cabeza, 690 
2007; Kim, 2011). Posterior LIFG was also found to be engaged in encoding predicting accurate 691 
recognition, consistent with .LP¶V meta-analysis of 74 subsequent memory studies.   692 
We provide the first fMRI examination of encoding activity specific to subsequent mnemonic 693 
discrimination of lures. Garoff et al. (2005) used the same retrieval task, but assumed WKDW µVLPLODU¶694 
responses to lures may rely on either specific or gist memory, and so did not examine encoding linked 695 
specifically to this response category. However, others have argued that mnemonic discrimination of 696 
lures depends more than accurate recognition on item-specific encoding (Tun et al., 1998; see 697 
Introduction). Only one cortical region was associated with subsequent lure discrimination, in left 698 
posterior cingulate gyrus. The paucity of cortical responses observed to predict mnemonic 699 
discrimination may reflect some lack of sensitivity, but it is also possible that this recognition 700 
outcome in fact depends more on retrieval than on encoding processing, or relies more heavily on 701 
hippocampal encoding processes, such as pattern separation, than cortical encoding (Yassa and Stark, 702 
2011). Indeed, right posterior and left anterior hippocampus showed greater activity during encoding 703 
predicting later mnemonic discrimination compared to later gist memory, supporting a critical role for 704 
this region in mnemonic discrimination. 705 
Left inferior parietal cortex and left posterior hippocampus showed greater activity during 706 
encoding predicting later gist memory compared to lure correct rejection. Garoff et al. (2005) 707 
identified a similar left inferior parietal region using similar contrasts, and proposed that activity in 708 
this and other bilateral frontal and parietal regions reflected elaborative processing of semantic 709 
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information at encoding, contributing to subsequent reliance on gist information (Buckner et al., 710 
1998). The cluster in left posterior hippocampus is also close to a region previously linked to 711 
subsequent recollection of gist (Manelis et al., 2013), supporting assumptions that false recognition is 712 
often driven by overlapping gist (Brainerd and Reyna, 2002).  713 
)HZHU UHJLRQV ZHUH DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK JLVW HQFRGLQJ KHUH WKDQ LQ *DURII HW DO¶V 714 
investigation, in which multiple bilateral cortical regions showed activity increases for gist encoding 715 
compared to both item-specific encoding and subsequent forgetting. A notable difference between the 716 
two studies is that Garoff et al. (2005) examined only encoding trials associated with later recognition 717 
responses which were rated as highly confident, whereas here, all encoding trials associated with a 718 
ODWHU µVDPHVLPLODUQHZ¶ UHVSRQVH ZHUH LQFOXGHG LQ DQDO\VHV *DURII HW DO¶V  ZLGHU cortical 719 
engagement in gist encoding may reflect this difference. Alternatively, the greater rate of partial 720 
recognition of studied items in *DURIIHWDO¶V  VWXG\ see Section 4.1.) may have meant that 721 
their findings for gist encoding reflected forgetting to a greater degree than in the present study. 722 
 723 
4.4. Pattern separation/ completion and encoding 724 
Bilateral inferior frontal cortex and left middle occipital cortex were found to be active in 725 
conjoint contrasts of pattern separation and encoding predicting subsequent hits (Table 7). In RIFG, 726 
curve fitting analysis provided further support for conceptual and perceptual pattern separation. These 727 
findings are consistent with the suggestion that cortical pattern separation at encoding contributes to 728 
accurate recognition memory (e.g., Sahay et al., 2011; Schacter et al., 1998; Stark et al., 2013 Wilson 729 
et al., 2006). The assignment of unique neural representations to novel input (pattern separation) may 730 
aid formation of item-specific memory traces which later enable successful recognition of studied 731 
items (Kirwan and Stark, 2007). Regions in the ventral visual stream are thought to represent object 732 
features at increasing levels of complexity (Cowell et al., 2010a), and lesion data suggest that these 733 
representations contribute to recognition memory (Cowell et al., 2010b; Norman and Eacott, 2004). 734 
According to this hierarchical view, the occipital region showing functional overlap may contribute to 735 
encoding of unique visual representations via pattern separation. Pattern separation occurring in the 736 
ventral visual processing stream might influence the degree of pattern separation occurring within the 737 
hippocampus and thus impact on recognition outcomes, or may contribute independently to 738 
recognition (Cowell et al., 2010b; Yassa and Stark, 2011). The data are likewise consistent with the 739 
notion that pattern separation in bilateral inferior PFC supports later recognition. One possibility is 740 
that the resolution of interference between overlapping representations may contribute to item-specific 741 
encoding. However while the functional overlap we observe goes beyond existing data in supporting 742 
the proposed contribution of pattern separation to successful encoding, further, more direct evidence 743 
is required to provide more robust support. This is particularly true in occipital cortex, in which there 744 
was no converging evidence of pattern separation from the input similarity analyses. First, as 745 
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discussed in Section 4.2., more sensitive assessment of input similarity response functions in these 746 
regions of overlap is needed in independent samples. Second, demonstration of stronger pattern 747 
separation effects at encoding for items which are later correctly recognised compared to those which 748 
are later forgotten would provide a clearer indication that the strength of pattern separation contributes 749 
to these subsequent memory outcomes. Limited trial numbers and the fact that similar items presented 750 
at study were not repeated at test meant this could not be assessed in the current study, but these are 751 
important directions for future investigations.  752 
Contrary to our predictions, encoding activity predicting subsequent lure mnemonic 753 
discrimination did not engage any cortical regions which also showed evidence of pattern separation. 754 
As noted above, mnemonic discrimination may rely to a greater extent on hippocampal pattern 755 
separation at encoding than on cortical pattern separation. As we did not detect hippocampal pattern 756 
separation, overlap with later mnemonic discrimination could not be directly assessed. A critical role 757 
of the hippocampus in encoding supporting later mnemonic discrimination is however suggested by 758 
neuropsychological and ageing studies (e.g., McHugh et al., 2007; Yassa et al., 2010), and is 759 
consistent with our findings of hippocampal engagement in encoding predicting lure discrimination. It 760 
is possible that the occipital and PFC regions identified here as involved in pattern separation 761 
contribute to representing items uniquely, avoiding catastrophic interference in memory and enabling 762 
later recognition. However, it is likely that further processing performed on the KLSSRFDPSXV¶PXOWL-763 
dimensional and contextual representations (Cowell et al., 2010a; Ranganath, 2010) also critically 764 
influences later explicit mnemonic discrimination of similar lures.  765 
 766 
4.5. Limitations and future directions 767 
The current study provides the first evidence in humans of computational pattern separation and 768 
pattern completion in cortical regions, the data are consistent with the view that cortical pattern 769 
separation contributes to memory encoding. However while the overall analysis comparing activity 770 
for similar items with that for repeated and novel items revealed activity consistent with the 771 
computational properties of pattern separation or completion (Kumaran and Maguire, 2009), it 772 
remains possible that it reflects other memory-related processes. Even in an incidental task, some 773 
explicit recognition may have been triggered by repeated and similar items at study, and it is possible 774 
that novel, similar and repeated items systematically differed in the degree of elaborative encoding 775 
elicited. . The prefrontal regions revealed in the pattern separation contrasts have been implicated in 776 
episodic retrieval (see Kim, 2013 for meta-analysis), as well as in semantic elaboration at encoding 777 
(Dobbins et al., 2002; Han et al., 2012). However, both accounts would predict lure responses 778 
intermediate in magnitude between responses to novel items and repetitions. Retrieval of the study 779 
episode would presumably be triggered most frequently by repetitions, less frequently by lures, and 780 
less again by novel items. It is also likely novel items would elicit the greatest semantic elaboration, 781 
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and repeated items the least. The pattern separation account on the other hand uniquely predicts that 782 
on average, similar items show equivalent activity to novel items (or repeated items in the case of 783 
pattern completion), and makes specific computational predictions relating to response functions to 784 
parametrically varied input similarity. In parametric analyses, there was little evidence of the linear 785 
pattern which would be expected if the encoding data were explained by a retrieval or elaborative 786 
encoding account. A further possibility is that the responses in regions revealed in pattern separation 787 
and completion contrasts reflect relative novelty or familiarity. However this too would predict a 788 
linear response (Carr et al., 2010), and is therefore inconsistent with our findings. 789 
In line with previous definitions of pattern separation, we operationalized these processes in 790 
terms of the equivalence and difference of their neural responses to repeated, similar and novel (e.g., 791 
Bakker et al., 2008). However, unlike previous studies our analysis was unconstrained by the 792 
direction of the repetition suppression or enhancement effect, rather than limited to regions showing 793 
repetition suppression (e.g., Bakker et al., 2008; Lacy et al., 2011). Our inclusion of regions showing 794 
repetition enhancement was exploratory, but in some cases ± just as for regions showing repetition 795 
suppression ± was supported by findings of the predicted parametric response functions. It would be 796 
of interest to determine whether future high resolution fMRI studies show this pattern of activity 797 
within the hippocampal subregions known to be associated with pattern separation and completion. 798 
Because of the nature of the BOLD signal, the parametric fMRI analyses can provide only 799 
relatively indirect measures of pattern separation and completion compared to direct neuronal 800 
recordings (Hunsaker and Kesner, 2013). Converging evidence of these processes in human studies 801 
could also be provided by representational similarity analysis (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008). Given a 802 
priori data regarding connectivity, representational similarity of novel and similar items could be 803 
compared between pattern separation/ completion regions and their input regions. Evidence of 804 
reduced representational similarity for a region relative to its input region would support the presence 805 
of pattern separation, while increased representational similarity would support pattern completion.  806 
The present data are consistent with the notion that cortical pattern separation contributes to 807 
successful encoding. However, the fact that several regions showed cortical encoding-related activity 808 
which predicted item-specific outcomes but did not show evidence of pattern separation or completion 809 
± although these are null results ± suggests that encoding mechanisms other than pattern separation 810 
also contribute to recognition memory. This is as expected based on the fuzzy-trace theory view that 811 
recognition failure reflects reliance on gist traces, formed as a result of semantic overlap between 812 
studied episodes (Brainerd and Reyna, 2002). In principle, the fuzzy trace account is compatible with 813 
a critical role for cortical pattern separation in reducing semantic overlap at the time of encoding 814 
(Winocur et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2006; Yassa and Reagh, 2013; see also Pidgeon and Morcom, 815 
2014), but in the current study, we did not find clear evidence for such a role. Although one region in 816 
RIFG showed both conceptual pattern separation responses and item-specific encoding activity, it also 817 
showed perceptual pattern separation responses. However, we were not able to assess perceptual and 818 
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conceptual pattern separation systematically in regions overlapping with the encoding-related 819 
contrast, since these were not revealed in the repetition sensitivity contrasts. In other regions a 820 
stronger tendency for reduction of conceptual relative to perceptual similarity was hinted at in the 821 
curve fitting analyses: right parietal and left inferior frontal regions showed activity consistent with 822 
conceptual but not perceptual pattern separation, and no regions showed evidence of perceptual 823 
pattern separation alone. Future studies can more directly assess this proposal by examining the 824 
specific relation between semantic similarity and the success of later mnemonic discrimination in the 825 
regions implicated here in both pattern separation and specific memory encoding. 826 
4.6. Conclusions 827 
Our data suggest that pattern separation and pattern completion of perceptually and 828 
conceptually similar object representations extends beyond the hippocampus to prefrontal and 829 
occipito-temporal regions, supporting claims that these processes occur throughout the brain (Aimone 830 
et al., 2011; Barnes et al., 2008). By examining neural response to images varied in their similarity 831 
relative to previously viewed images, we provide evidence that the neural responses in several regions 832 
met computational predictions for pattern separation or completion for either or both perceptual and 833 
conceptual similarity. The further finding that some regions showed activity consistent with both 834 
pattern separation and item-specific encoding is consistent with the notion that these computations in 835 
cortex contribute to episodic memory.  836 
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Fig. 5. Pattern completion in selected cortical regions. A) Pattern completion activity (repetition = 
similar < novel) in left inferior frontal gyrus (peak [-@DQG%µUHYHUVH¶SDWWHUQFRPSOHWLRQ
(repetition = similar > novel) in left superior frontal gyrus (peak [-24, 57, 1]). In bar plots, y-axes 
represent parameter estimates (arbitrary units). Plots show activity change (arbitrary units) ± SE in 
these regions to repeated (R), all similar (S) and novel (N) items relative to fixation at peak voxels of 
clusters revealed in whole-brain pattern separation contrasts (see Sections 2.7.1. and 3.2.1.1. for 
thresholding and analysis). Sections show activity superimposed on the SPM8 canonical T1 image.  
Fig. 4. Pattern separation in selected cortical regions. A) Pattern separation (repetition < 
similar = novel) in right inferior temporal gyrus (peak [39, -61, -@ DQG % µUHYHUVH¶ SDWWHUQ
separation (repetition > similar = novel) in right inferior parietal lobule (peak [50, -46, 28]). In bar 
plots, y-axes represent parameter estimates (arbitrary units). The plots show activity change 
(arbitrary units) ± SE in these regions to repeated (R), all similar (S) and novel (N) items relative 
to fixation at peak voxels of clusters revealed in whole-brain pattern separation contrasts (see 
Sections 2.7.1. and 3.2.1.1. for thresholding and analysis). Sections show activity superimposed on 
the SPM8 canonical T1 image.  
Fig. 3. 3URSRUWLRQV RI µVDPH¶ µVLPLODU¶ DQG µQHZ¶UHVSRQVHV WR VWXGLHG OXUH DQG QRYHO LWHPV
during the recognition test. Means ± SE. 
Fig. 2. Experimental procedure. At study, participants performed a size judgement task, judging 
whether each item would fit in a shoe box. Novel images, repetitions, and similar images were 
SUHVHQWHG $W WHVW SDUWLFLSDQWV UHVSRQGHG µVDPH¶ µVLPLODU¶ µQHZ¶ RU µJXHVV¶ WR VWXGLHG OXUH Dnd 
novel items (see Section 2.3. for details). 
Fig. 1. Predicted input-output response functions for pattern separation and pattern 
completion regions. S1 = high similarity items, S2 = medium similarity items, S3 = low similarity 
items. A) In regions showing repetition suppression, pattern separation is predicted to show a power 
function with decreasing slope in response to change in input, falling above the diagonal. Pattern 
completion regions are expected to fit an increasing slope power function, falling below the 
diagonal. B) In regions where repetitions show increased activity relative to novel items, functions in 
the opposite direction are predicted. Pattern separation is predicted to show a decreasing slope power 
function falling below the diagonal, and pattern completion an increasing slope power function 
falling above the diagonal. In A) and B), the linear diagonal represents cases where change in input 
and change in output are equal. Adapted from Motley & Kirwan (2012). 
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Fig. 7. Regions showing functional overlap between pattern separation and item-specific 
encoding. Sections show activity superimposed on the SPM8 canonical T1 image. In bar plots, y-
axes represent parameter estimates (arbitrary units). Plots of parameter estimates provide a visual 
illustration of the pattern of responses observed in these regions, but are not intended to contribute 
to any inference within these regions. (A) Plots show mean parameter estimates (arbitrary units) ± 
SE for conditions of interest in repetition < similar = novel (top row) and Hits > Gist (PR and FR; 
bottom row) contrasts (compared to baseline) in peak voxel of left inferior frontal cortex region [-
45, 11, 22]. (B) Plots show mean parameter estimates (arbitrary units) for conditions of interest in 
repetition < similar = novel (top row) and Hits > PR of Studied items (bottom row) contrasts in 
peak voxel of left occipital region [-30, -88, -2]. See Section 3.2.4.1. for analysis strategy.  
Fig. 6. Best fitting curves for perceptual (blue) and conceptual (red) similarity in repetition 
sensitive (A-B) or a priori (C) ROIs. Data points reflect activity to repetitions (R), items of high 
(S1), medium (S2) and low (S3) perceptual or conceptual similarity (relative to previously viewed 
images), and 1st presentations of novel items (N). (A) RIFG (51, 8, 25), revealed in the novel > 
repeated contrast, showed the predicted decreasing slope power functions for both similarity 
measures, consistent with pattern separation. (B) R supramarginal gyrus (51, -52, 25) showed the 
predicted decreasing slope power function for conceptual similarity only, consistent with pattern 
separation. (C) The a priori posterior LIFG ROI (-37, 2, 31) showed the predicted decreasing slope 
power function for conceptual similarity only. Mean beta values ± SE. Model fit parameters are 
summarised in Table 5 and Table S1. 
Table 1. Pattern separation/completion and subsequent memory findings in a priori ROIs. ROIs 
derived from previous relevant studies are listed along with results of analyses in the current study. * 
indicates evidence consistent with predicted process. For details of thresholding and contrasts see 
Sections 2.7.1., 3.2.1.1. & 3.2.3.1. Coordinates (x, y, z) in MNI space. BA, Brodmann Area; CR, 
correct rejection; RS, repetition suppression; R, repetition; S, similar; N, novel.  
Region (x, y, z) BA Source 
Relevant 
findings in 
source article 
Predicted 
process and 
contrasts 
t and p values 
A. Pattern separation/completion 
Left & right 
middle 
occipital* 
Left: (-31, -
86, 9) 
Right: (37, -
83, 9) 
19 Koutstaal et 
al., 2001 
No RS to 
similar items 
Pattern 
separation 
a) R < S = N 
b) N vs. S 
n.s. 
Left: a) t = 
2.7, p<.05*; 
b) t = .2, 
p=.86* 
Right: a) t = 
2.8, p<.05* 
b) t = .05, p= 
.96* 
Right 
fusiform*  
& left 
fusiform 
Left: (-40, -
53, -10) 
Right: (46, -
59, -11) 
37, 19 Koutstaal et 
al., 2001 
No RS to 
similar items 
Pattern 
separation 
a) R < S = N 
 b) N vs. S 
n.s. 
Left: a) t = 
1.1, p=.29 
b) t = .9, 
p=.39 
Right: a) t 
=2.1, p<.05* 
b) t = 1.6, 
p=.13* 
Posterior 
left inferior 
frontal* 
& right 
inferior 
frontal  
Left: (-37, 2, 
31) 
Right: (40, 
8, 34) 
44, 6 Koutstaal et 
al., 2001 
No RS to 
similar items 
Pattern 
separation 
a) R < S = N 
b) N vs. S 
n.s. 
Left: a) t = 
2.1, p<.05* 
b) t = 1.2, 
p=.25* 
Right: a) t = 
1.0 p=.34 
b) t = .6, 
p=.53 
Left 
posterior 
inferior 
frontal 
(-52, 6, 34) 9 Chouinard et 
al., 2008 
RS to 
repetitions & 
similar items 
Pattern 
completion 
a) R = S < N 
b) R vs. S 
n.s. 
a) t = 1.6, 
p=.12 
b) t = 1.7, 
p=.09 
Right 
perirhinal 
(36, -16, -
24) 
36 Lee et al., 
2006 
Detection of 
object change 
> no detection 
of change 
(concurrent 
discrimination) 
Pattern 
separation 
a) R < S = N 
b) N vs. S 
n.s. 
a) t = .4, p=.73 
b) t = 1.7, 
p=.1 
B. Subsequent memory 
 Left 
fusiform 
(-38, -52, -
24) 
37 Garoff et al., 
2005 
Gist vs. 
forgetting 
Gist 
encoding 
a) Gist > 
forgetting 
 
a) t =  1.6, 
p=.14 
Table 1
Region (x, y, z) BA Source 
Relevant 
findings in 
source article 
Predicted 
process and 
contrasts 
t and p values 
Left inferior 
frontal 
gyrus 
(-55, 4, 17) 44 Garoff et al., 
2005 
Gist vs. hits Gist 
encoding 
a) Gist > hits 
b) Gist > CR 
lures 
a) t = .8, 
p=.42; 
b) t = 1, 
p=.33; 
Right 
fusiform 
(40, -32, 15) 20 Garoff et al., 
2005 
Hits vs. gist Specific 
encoding 
a) Hits > gist 
b) CR lures 
> gist 
a) t=.1, p=.93; 
b) t =  .2, p =  
.83 
 
 Table 2. Regions showing activity consistent with pattern separation and pattern completion 
in the whole-brain analysis. Coordinates (x, y, z) in MNI space. BA, Brodmann Area; L, left; R, 
right. See Sections 2.7.1. and 3.2.1.1. for thresholding and contrasts. 
Region (x, y, z) BA Peak Z Cluster size 
Pattern separation  (repetition < similar = novel) 
R cingulate 18, 2, 31 - 4.92 116 
R inferior frontal 
gyrus 48, 8, 25 9 4.28 116 
R inferior temporal 
gyrus 39, -61, -8 37 3.55 406 
L middle temporal 
gyrus -42, -79, 16 19 3.36 314 
L inferior frontal 
gyrus -48, 29, 10 46 3.3 203 
Including subpeak:     
L middle frontal 
gyrus -39, 8, 25 9 3.09 - 
L fusiform  -33, -49, -23 - 3.26 146 
µ5HYHUVH¶SDWWHUQVHSDUDWLRQUHSHWLWLRQ!similar = novel) 
R inferior parietal 
lobule 51, -49, 28 40 3.53 222 
Pattern completion (repetition = similar < novel) 
L inferior frontal 
gyrus -48, 32, 10 46 3.39 142 
Including subpeak:     
L inferior frontal 
gyrus -36, 35, -5 47 2.81 - 
µ5HYHUVH¶pattern completion (repetition = similar > novel) 
L superior frontal 
gyrus -24, 59, 4 10 3.65 88 
L supramarginal 
gyrus -48, -55, 34 40 3.16 108 
R precuneus 12, -67, 31 7 2.93 88 
 
Table 2
 Table 3. Pattern separation/ completion and subsequent memory findings in hippocampus. 
Coordinates (x, y, z) in MNI space. µ*LVW¶UHIHUVWRWKHDYHUDJHRISDUWLDODQGIDOVHUHFRJQLWLRQ 
Region (x, y, z) Peak Z Cluster size 
Pattern completion (similar = repetition < novel) 
Left anterior hippocampus -30, -13, -23 2.69 3 
Lure false recognition > lure correct rejection 
Left posterior hippocampus -27, -25, -11 4.13 6 
Lure correct rejection > gist 
Right posterior hippocampus 30, -34, -2 2.95 7 
Left anterior hippocampus -30, -10, -26 2.56 3 
 
Table 3
Table 4. Repetition sensitive regions  revealed in contrasts using half of the novel (later repeated) and repeated trials, as well as all novel non-repeated 
trials (see Section 2.7.1. & 3.2.2.1.). Coordinates (x, y, z) in MNI space. Where peak coordinates were within a region revealed in pattern separation or pattern 
completion contrasts (see Table 2), the overlapping region and its corresponding contrast are indicated. The distance between the 3D peak coordinates of each 
repetition sensitive region and the overlapping pattern separation/completion peak is indicated, where applicable. BA, Brodmann Area; R, repetition; S, similar; N, 
novel. 
Region (x, y, z) BA Peak Z Cluster size Overlapping PS/PC 
region 
Overlapping 
contrast 
Distance between 
peak coordinates 
(mm) 
Novel > repetition 
Right inferior frontal gyrus 51, 8, 25 44 3.78 73 Right inferior frontal gyrus (48, 8, 25), BA 9 R < S = N 3 
Right inferior occipital gyrus 36, -73, -8 19 3.77 445 
Right inferior temporal 
gyrus (39, -61, -8), BA 
38 
R < S = N 12.4 
Left middle occipital gyrus  -30, -88, 13 19 3.43 235 Left middle temporal gyrus (-42, -79, 16) R < S = N 15.3 
Repetition > novel 
Left inferior parietal lobe -51, -55, 46 40 3.92 95 
Left supramarginal 
gyrus (-48, -55, 34), 
BA 40 
R = S > N 12.4 
Right superior temporal gyrus 57, -55, 16 22 3.86 304 
Right inferior parietal 
lobe (51, -49, 28), BA 
40 
R > S = N 14.7 
Including subpeak: Right 
supramarginal gyrus 51, -52, 25 40 3.53  ³³ R >  S =  N 4.2 
Left anterior cingulate -6, -37, 10 32 3.40 90 NA NA NA 
Right precuneus 3, -67, 34 7 3.13 313 Right precuneus (12, -67, 31), BA 7 R = S > N 9.5 
 
Table 4
Table 5. Summary of curve fitting results. Model fit results are shown for repetition sensitive regions and a priori ROIs showing evidence of pattern 
separation (see Table 2). Overlap of repetition sensitive regions with clusters identified in pattern separation or completion contrasts is also listed: this was 
used to guide the predicted best fitting function (see Section 3.2.2.2.). µ%HVWILWWLQJPRGHO¶UHIHUVWRWKHFDVHZKHUHfor a given ROI and similarity measure, a 
model shows lower AICc than the corresponding model, as well as adjusted R2 > 0, indicating model fit is better than that of a horizontal line.  * indicates AICc 
lower than the corresponding model by > 4. ROI, region of interest; SSE, sum of squared error; L, left; R, right. '±' signifies poor fit of both linear and power 
functions (i.e., adjusted R2 < 0). Where model fit is very poor for both models (adjusted R2 < 0), adjusted R2, SSE and AICc values refer to the function 
predicted based on the overlapping pattern separation/completion region.  
ROI Similarity scale Best fitting model Consistent with predicted function? Overlapping region Adjusted R
2
 
SSE AICc 
AICc 
difference 
Novel > repetition regions for which peak coordinates were within a pattern separation (repetition < similar = novel) cluster (see Table 4): decreasing power 
function predicted 
R inferior frontal gyrus 
(51, 8, 25) 
Conc Decreasing power* Yes R inferior frontal gyrus 
(48, 8, 25) 
0.30 0.82 -53.22 12.67 
Perc Decreasing power* Yes 0.18 1.57 -40.23 14.46 
L middle occipital gyrus  
(-30, -88, 13) 
Conc - No L middle temporal 
gyrus (-42, -79, 16) 
-0.82 0.98 -49.65 -1.23 
Perc - No -0.78 1.06 -48.08 -0.86 
R inferior occipital gyrus 
(36, -73, 8) 
Conc - No R inferior temporal gyrus (39, -61, -8) -0.29 4.28 -23.34 1.53 
Perc - No  -0.58 4.14 -20.83 -2.51 
Repetition > novel regions for which peak coordinates were within a reverse pattern separation cluster (see Table 4): decreasing power function predicted 
R superior temporal 
gyrus (57, -55, 16) 
Conc Decreasing power Yes R inferior parietal lobe 
(51, -49, 28) 
0.45 0.15 -87.19 1.56 
Perc - No -0.84 4.45 -19.39 -2.85 
Subpeak: R 
supramarginal gyrus 
(51, -52, 25) 
Conc Decreasing power* Yes ³ 
0.37 0.69 -56.67 19.41 
Perc - No -0.40 3.57 -23.80 5.65 
Repetition > novel regions for which peak coordinates were within a reverse pattern completion cluster (see Table 4): increasing power function predicted 
L inferior parietal lobe  Conc - No L supramarginal gyrus  -0.85 1.18 -45.94 -2.17 
Table 5
ROI Similarity scale Best fitting model Consistent with predicted function? Overlapping region Adjusted R
2
 
SSE AICc 
AICc 
difference 
(-51, -55, 46) Perc - No (-48, -55, 34) 
 
-0.30 0.75 -55.00 1.35 
R precuneus 
(3, -67, 34) 
Conc Linear No R precuneus  
(12, -67, 31) 
0.36 0.67 -60.42 -2.86 
Perc Linear No 0.71 0.20 -84.60 -3.16 
Repetition > novel regions for which peak coordinates were not within any pattern separation or completion region 
L anterior cingulate  
(-6, -37, 10) 
Conc - NA 
NA 
-0.23 3.51 -27.30 -3.11 
Perc - NA -0.18 1.21 -48.60 -2.66 
A priori pattern separation ROIs (Table 2): decreasing power function predicted 
Posterior LIFG 
(-37, 2, 31) 
Conc Decreasing power* Yes NA 
0.25 0.15 -87.19 8.59 
Perc - No -0.97 3.64 -23.41 -3.11 
R fusiform  
(46, -59, -11) 
Conc - No 
NA 
-0.12 0.28 -74.71 1.30 
Perc - No -0.90 4.61 -18.68 3.17 
R middle occipital 
(37, -83, 9) 
Conc Increasing power* No 
NA 
0.75 0.20 -81.44 29.42 
Perc Increasing power* No 0.72 0.41 -67.08 18.31 
L middle occipital 
(-31, -86, 9) 
Conc - No 
NA 
-0.62 1.68 -38.87 0.91 
Perc - No -0.41 0.73 -55.54 3.72 
 
 
 Table 6. Regions demonstrating encoding activity associated with subsequent item-specific 
compared to gist memory. Coordinates (x, y, z) in MNI space. BA, Brodmann Area. Gist refers to 
the average of partial recognition of studied items and false recognition of lures. 
Region (x, y, z) BA Peak Z Cluster size 
Hits > gist 
Right superior temporal gyrus 30, -52, 28 39 3.22 197 
Left inferior frontal gyrus -45, 12, 20 44 3.03 69 
Left middle occipital gyrus -24, -88, 3 18 2.66 112 
Hits > partial recognition 
Right precuneus 21, -57, 42 7 3.1 88 
Left middle occipital gyrus -24, -85, 0 18 3.0 145 
Lure correct rejection > lure false recognition 
Left cingulate gyrus -9, -40, 36 31 3.18 77 
Gist  > lure correct rejection     
Left inferior parietal lobule -39, -32, 27 40 4.59 82 
 
Table 6
 Table 7. Regions showing functional overlap between pattern separation activity and item-specific 
encoding activity. Coordinates (x, y, z) in MNI space. BA, Brodmann Area. Gist refers to the average of partial 
recognition of studied items and false recognition of lures. 
Region (x, y, z) BA Peak Z Cluster size 
[Repetition < similar = novel] and [hits > gist] 
Left inferior frontal gyrus -45, 11, 22 44 3.03 46 
Right inferior frontal gyrus 45, 8, 25 9 2.85 48 
Left middle occipital gyrus -27, -88, -2 18 2.62 36 
[Repetition < similar = novel] and [hits > partial recognition] 
Left lingual gyrus 0, -88, -2 17 2.96 77 
Right inferior frontal gyrus 48, 8, 25 9 2.74 31 
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